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What are they? 
A bucket-load of adrenaline-fuelled activities to form 

the basis of, or enhance any event. 

The supreme energiser or incentive day; guests get to 

experience activities that would knock the socks off a  

sumo wrestler! Whether it’s taking control of a Land 

Rover blindfolded or hurtling round a bend in a 400cc 

buggy, everybody’s primal need for speed and 

excitement can be catered for during a Motorised 

Madness day. 

How do they work? 
Guests are split into teams and rotate around  

various activity zones, with fun money or points able 

to be awarded depending on team performance in 

each zone.  

Our expert instructors will introduce guests to each 

activity, and after a short demonstration or briefing it 

will be the guests’ turn to have a go! Create the 

ultimate action experience. The activity range is vast, 

allowing you to pick and mix activity zones according 

to your audience and requirements. 

The Choice of Action  

Argos 

Guests can speed easily across unforgiving 

landscapes in Argo cats. These 6 wheeled semi 

amphibious machines are used as reconnaissance 

vehicles by the Canadian army. Able to cross any  

off road terrain, they demand a high level of  

co-ordination and control. 

Blind Driving 

Highly dangerous on the M25, but safe in the middle 

of a field. Team members take it in turn to 

“navigate” one of their colleagues, who will be 

driving a 4x4 vehicle blindfolded, around a course. 

Effective at building communication and trust 

between colleagues. 

Finesse Driving 

It’s fair enough being able to race around at full  

speed, but that’s no good if you lack sufficient 

driving skills: With this activity teams can hone their 

handling capabilities. Using a 4x4 vehicle, various 

finesse driving tasks can be undertaken to gain 

points – including dribbling a giant ball around an 

obstacle course. 

Hovers 

If ever you’ve dreamed of gliding through the air  

with the greatest of ease, these are for you.  

Hovers are single seater mini-hovercraft, able to 

travel over both land and water. By creating  

a thin cushion of air directly underneath the  

vehicle, Hovers allow drivers to travel at speed  

and steer through a specially designed course  

by moving their weight from side to side and  

using a rudder. 
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Pilots 

With 400cc engines, these dune buggies are capable 

of reaching great speeds. Easy to drive due to their 

simple hand control system, Pilots can provide a 

mountain of rapid excitement with their  

ability to jump and corner briskly. Brush up on some 

driving skills, race against the clock with team mates, 

or simply rocket around an outdoor circuit! 

Powerturns 

Capable of spinning 360° on its own axis, the 

Powerturn is a dual seater buggy powered by twin 

engines. A totally different driving discipline, they can 

power slide around corners, perform doughnuts, 

wheelies and can probably be manoeuvred faster 

than any other off road leisure vehicle in the world. 

Tackle a demanding off road course in them, or take 

part in a spot of Powerturn Snooker; attempting to hit 

large coloured balls in a certain order and in the 

quickest time. 

Quads 

Exciting off road four wheeled motorbikes. Quads are 

simple to use and can be driven on almost any 

terrain. Teams are able to be scored on their 

performance along a Quad trail. Or why not have 

teams test their handling abilities to the limit with a 

Quad obstacle course? 

 

 

Rage Buggies 

As the name suggests, these machines weren’t built 

for Sunday driving. Taking control of either a single or 

2 seater buggy, team members can use the 614cc 

engine to navigate around a circuit at considerable 

speed!! 

Rally Karts 

With great cornering abilities and acceleration that 

makes Usain Bolt look like an OAP, these traditional 

Go-Kart vehicles provide good old fashioned speed 

based excitement. The Rally Kart’s model and tyre 

type mean they can be driven easily on grass and 

other off road surfaces, and can be used to race 

against the clock. 

Reverse Steer Crazy Tractors 

More vehicular based insanity! Using motorised 

seated lawn mowers, team members attempt to 

complete a marked out course. Easy? Far from  

it – these machines are built to bamboozle.  

With the Crazy Tractors steering in the opposite 

direction, teams will find themselves in a  

challenging and truly comical predicament! 
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Number of people Unlimited 

Duration Dependent on activity chosen 

Venue / Logistics Any suitable venue or setting 

What we supply 
Instructors and all necessary equipment and safety gear for each activity. 

Pre event planning and on site management. 

Pricing Price on application  

Health and safety 
Risk Assessed, £10million Public & Product Liability and  

Professional Indemnity Insurance 

Timing and Logistics: 

Who is it suitable for? 
• All genders, organisations and  

 business backgrounds 

• Colleagues or clients 

• Most effective for 40 or more people 

Who are the benefits and outcomes 
• An exciting way for guests to meet 

• A memorable and fun occasion 

• A great way of rewarding hard working colleagues 

• A perfect, energising incentive 

Enhancements  
• Make your day eclectic by adding in activities  

 from our Country Pursuits Mix: For some slightly  

 more relaxed enjoyment, try a spot of archery,  

 clay pigeon shooting or axe throwing in  

 between the motorised madness! 

• Complement a Multi Action Day with a variety  

 of collaborative tasks from our Mix and Match 

 Teamwork Challenge selection 

• We can provide prizes themed to each activity 

• Round the event off with an action themed 

 evening dinner; during which prizes and  

 accolades can be awarded for the various 

 performances of the day. 


